ABSTRACT
JHZ o,i Water mass flux by evaporation in the interphase . riz Total mass flux through the interphase . p a (t) Pressure in the Huid in the position of the bubble if th e bubble was not there . p g Gas pressure . p g,i Gas pressure at the interphase . 1 H2 0 Partial pressure of water at the interphase . p i,i Liquid pressure at the interphase . p sat Saturation pressure at the conditions of the interphase. p, Liquid pressure faraway from the bubble . q Heat flux . r Radial coordinate. R Bubble radius. R Velocity of the interphase . R Acceleration of the interphase . Rgas Gas constant . p Pressure . t Time . Tbp Normal boiling temperature (at 1 atm) . T* Critical temperature . Tg Gas temperature. Tg,i Gas temperature at the interphase .
Copyright © 2005 by ASME Ti Liquid temperature .
Liquid temperature in the bulk . v g Gas velocity .
v g,i
Gas velocity at the interphase . vg Mesh velocity.
Ya Mass fraction of the a component . 13 Accommodation coefficient .
Kg Gas thermal conductivity .
xi Liquid thermal conductivity.
µ Dynamic viscosity .
pg Gas density. pi Liquid density. a Superficial tension . i Viscous stress tensor. 0, Viscous dissipation function .
6)a Reaction rate of production of the a component .
INTRODUCTIO N
Although cavitation is known as a fluid phenomena in liquids that deteriorates the behavior and durability of hydrauli c machines and installations, these days it is clearer that it can als o be used in our benefit . The high temperature, pressure and concentration of radicals make the cavitating bubble an ideal microreactor, which is able to enhance chemical reactions .
This has already been used in medical and industrial applications, and in the environmental reduction of liquid waste an d pollutants . Also, cavitation has a pronounced influence on boiling heat transfer. However, to this date, it is not completely understood the mechanics of how cavitation is helping in all thes e processes .
Previous studies of cavitating bubbles typically are simplified models that assume uniform fluid properties within the gas bubbles and ignore chemical reactions and fluid transport phenomena across the bubble interphase. Therefore, in this work a detailed study of the dynamics of the cavitating bubbles is conducted, including the radial dependence of the fluid variables an d important fluid processes that take part inside the gas bubble , such as chemical reactions, and the heat and mass transfer between the interior gas and the exterior liquid .
As a consequence, the heat transfer between the bubble an d the surrounding liquid can be calculated without relying on experimental transport phenomena, but according to the actual coupled gas/liquid time dependent boundary layers .
Thus, the calculated temperatures and pressures both, at th e center of the bubble and at the interphase, are more realistic according to experimental data . As will be shown, the radial dependence cannot be ignored in order to understand the comple x dynamics of cavitating bubbles .
PHYSICAL MODE L Gas equation s
The flow inside the bubble is governed by the compressible Navier-Stokes equations . Assuming spherical symmetry, and using spherical coordinates, the equations can be written as a function of the dependent fluid variables, the radial velocity component v g and the radial axis r a s 
Since we are going to track accurately the position of th e bubble interphase, the equations are written in the arbitrary Lagrangian/Eulerian (ALE) framework, so the substantial (or material) derivative is expressed a s
Note that the aboye partial time derivate is not at constant spatial coordinate but at constant mesh node . The partial differential equations are supplemented the classical state and constitutive equations, such as the perfect gas stat e equation, pg = pgRgasTg .
Liquid equation s
In order to diminish the computational cost of the model, th e continuity and momentum equations are combined and replace d by the Rayleigh-Plesset equation [1] , which in this case is incorporating the slight compressibility of the medium and the mas s transfer flux across the interphase [2,31 :
This equation is complemented with the energy Eqn . (4) , written as a function of the temperature, for the case of a liquid .
(5 ) (6 )
Relations at the interphas e
Due to the different approaches followed to model the mas s and momentum equations inside and outside of the bubble, several additional relations are needed . To couple the mass transfer across the interphase, the rate of evaporation/condensation i s modeled by the Hertz-Knudsen-Langmuir expression ,
where the dimensionless parameter (3 is computed according to [3] . The radial momentum equations are coupled across the interphase relating the inside and outside bubble pressure, the surfac e tension and the mass transfer as follows , 
Moreover, the velocity in the center is zero, i .e . vg(r = 0) = 0 Vt . Thus, at the bubble center there is no mass and hea t exchange .
The heat balance at the interphase establishes the relatio n among the heat fluxes in the liquid and gas sides and the laten t heat of evaporation. As the numerical procedure assumes a continuous temperature profile across the interphase, only one more condition i s required to solve the energy equation . This data is selected as the liquid temperature far away from the bubble, which can be considered constant and equal to the bulk liquid temperature . Thus ,
T =T (r=oo)
The Huid velocity in the interphase, which is used as a boundary condition to solve the momentum equation in the ga s phase, is related with the interphase velocity and the evaporatio n flux . Applying the continuity condition in this zone, it can b e obtained that :
which determines the velocity of the gas once R and jH20 are calculated.
Initial condition s
To solve the different differential equations it is necessary to establish initial conditions . The initial conditions stem fro m the hypothesis that the bubble is initially in equilibrium with th e surrounding liquid and that, initially, there is no gradient associated to any of the problem variables . This implies that the initial interphase velocity is zero (R = O), the bubble temperature i s constant and equal to the liquid temperature, and the initial velocity is zero . The liquid pressure p* is a problem data, so th e initial internal bubble pressure can be calculated by means of th e momentum balance at the interphase given by E qn . (8) . The initial gas density can be established from the bubble pressure an d temperature .
Finally, the initial concentrations are given data, with exception of the water concentration, which is calculated by th e equilibrium conditions .
EXAMPLE S
The first example consists of the simulation of an A r (0 .979%) plus H 2O (0 .021%) mixture, excited by a pressure amplitude of 1 .2 atm and a frequency of f = 22 .3 KHz . Fig . 1 compares the bubble temperature obtained by the present model an d that of Gong [4] , where constant properties inside the gas bubbl e are assumed and the heat transfer across the interphase is calculated approximately from transport coefficients . The present model gives at the center of the bubble larger temperatures that the Gong model, but in the interphase, it can predict the cooling effect caused by the liquid. Note that in the present mode l the temperature at the interphase is lowered to values observe d by experimental measurements . Fig . 2 shows the time dependent temperature profile during the first period and inside the gas bubble . Note that the plotted area is related to the size of th e bubble radius, so the coupling between compression/expansio n phases can be observed together with the temperature evolution . Finally, the gas/liquid boundary layer can be observed in Fig . 3 .
The second example consists of the simulation of an Ar, H 2, 0 2, and H 2O reacting bubble, with a sonochemical pressure am - 
CONCLUSION S
In this work, a model of the reacting bubble dynamics ha s been developed which includes the radial dependence of the flui d variables . The liquid and gas energy equations have been solve d coupled to get the temperature profiles in the gas and the liquid , allowing estimate the thermal boundary layers in the liquid and gas . The examples show that indeed, the radial dependence has t o be included if detailed information of the dynamics of the bubbl e is desired. In particular, the radial dependencies have a great influence in the calculation of the evaporation/condensation rate s and chemistry .
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